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Abstract 
Seidel, J.J., A note on path-zero graphs, Discrete Mathematics 106/107 (1992) 435-438. 
Methods of Coxeter groups are used to prove recent results about the solutions of the matrix 
equation P*(X,,) = O,, where Pk(k) is the characteristic equation of the path-graph of length k. 
1. Introduction 
Having noticed that ‘almost any’ graph seems to be path-positive, Bapat and 
La1 [2] posed the following problem. Let A, denote the (1,0) adjacency matrix of 
the path of length k. Let 
P,(A) := det(AZ, - Ak) 
denote the characteristic polynomial of Ak. The n X IZ matrix Pk(X,) is obtained 
from Pk(A) by substituting for A the (1,0) adjacency matrix X, of any connected 
ordinary graph on IZ vertices. Then what is the behaviour of P,(X,) for various 
graphs; in particular, for which graphs X,, and which k is &(X,) = O,? 
If X, has maximum eigenvalue .$a 2, then P,(X,) cannot vanish. Indeed, 
Pk(E) = det(& -Ak) = fi (5 - (ui) 
i=l 
is positive, since Ak has its eigenvalues cui < 2, for i = 1, . . . , k, for each k. 
This leaves only few candidates, since the only matrices X,, over No having all 
eigenvalues <2 are the adjacency matrices of the well-known Coxeter-Dynkin 
graphs A,, D,, E6, E7, E,. But these all apply, for appropriate values of k: 
Theorem. The matrix equation P,(X,) = 0, is solved by the adjacency matrix of 
any Coxeter-Dynkin graph on n vertices, for k + 1 any R+-multiple of the Coxeter 
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number h of that graph. 
Moreover, for fixed n and for i = 0, 1, . . . , h - 1 the solutions satisfy 
P,-,+i(X,) + P/l--l--i(Xn) = oil, P*h+i(Xn) = PAX,), 
which implies the periodic behaviour in k for P,(X,). 
Essentially, these results were obtained by Bapat and La1 [2]. The proofs 
presented in Section 3 of this note are of a different nature and use the methods 
of Coxeter groups, which are recalled in Section 2. 
We mention that in addition Bapat and La1 conjectured and proved that for all 
graphs X,, different from he Coxeter-Dynkin graphs the matrix Pk(Xn) is positive, 
that is, has all entries 20, not all = 0. However, this is a special case of a theorem 
by de la Harpe and Wenzl [4] about the inclusion matrix of certain semi-simple 
algebras. We thank R.B. Bapat and P. de la Harpe for their information. 
2. Finite reflection groups ([S]) 
Let G = G,, denote the (0, 1)-adjacency matrix of any Coxeter-Dynkin graph 
on n vertices. Then 2Z- G is positive definite, and is the Gram matrix of IZ 
vectors e,, . . . , e, in a vector space V (which inherits its positive definite metric 
from 2Z- G). The lattice 
L:= (e,, e2,. . . , en)h 
is generated by a basis of roots (vectors v with (ZJ, v) = 2). The root system @ is 
the set of all roots in L. The Weyl group W is the group generated by the n 
reflections 
2(ei, e-1 
w,:L+L: ei~ei-----l-e~~ 
(ei, ei) *’ 
1 s i, j 6 n. 
Both @ and W are finite, and well known for A, D, E. The Coxeter 
transformation is the element 
w:=w,w,.* ‘W,EW 
(up to conjugacy independent of the order in the product, and of the choice of 
the root basis in L). The Coxeter number h = h(G,) is the order of the Coxeter 
transformation. The eigenvalues of the Coxeter transformation are the numbers 
m, 5 ? with c=cl/r, l=ml<m,S* . .Sm,_, <m,=h-1, 
where ml, m2,. . . , m, are the exponents, well known for types A, D, E. We 
know [5] that h(G,) = n + 1, 2n - 2, 12, 18, 30, for G,, = A,, D,, E6, E,, E,. 
For the (0, 1)-adjacency matrix G = G,, we define the upper triangular matrix H 
and the matrix C by 
G=:H+H’, C:=-(I-H)-‘(Z-H’). 
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Then C is the matrix of the Coxeter transformation (11. The spectra of the n x n 
matrices G and C are related as follows. 
Lemma [I]. p* is an eigenvalue of C iff p + p-l is an eigenvalue of G. 
Remark. The notions in this section have a wider significance than is needed in 
the present note. For the (0, 1)-adjacency matrix G of any connected graph, the 
Gram matrix 2Z- G, the lattice L, the Weyl group IV, and the Coxeter 
transformation C may be defined as above. The lemma still holds under mild 
conditions, for bipartite graphs G,, and beyond, cf. [3]. 
3. The proof of the Theorem 
Let the Coxeter-Dynkin graph G,, on n verties have Coxeter number h = h(n). 
Then its Coxeter transformation C(G,,) has the eigenvalues 
5, Y’, . f . , C”n= [h-l; ccc/I. 
For this h we consider the Coxeter-Dynkin graph Ah--l on h - 1 vertices. This 
graph also has Coxeter number h, and its Coxeter transformation C(A,_,) has 
the eigenvalues 
c, c2, f3, . . . 9 p-1; g=fri. 
Thus we conclude that 
SpeC C(G,J E SpeC C(A,_,). 
We also know from the lemma that 
p* E Spec C(G,) iff (p + p-‘) E Spec(G,J, 
o* E SpeC c(&_,) iff (U + a-‘) E $XX(A,_,). 
Since the graphs involved are bipartite, their spectrum is symmetric in 0. It 
follows that 
Spec G,, c Speck,_,. 
This can be reformulated by use of 
h-l 
P,_,(A) := det(A1 -A,_,) = n (A - a$, 
i=l 
the characteristic polynomial of Ah--l, having the eigenvalues q. Then the 
eigenvalues yi of G,, for j = 1, . . . , II, force 
h-l 
,G (Yj - %) = O9 
hence Ph--l(Gn) = O,,, that is, the vanishing of the matrices 
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P),(AJ, P2n-dW, P,dW, PI,(&), MW 
Similarly we prove that 
P,h_,(G,)=O,, t=l,2,3 ,..., 
(and we define P_,(A) = 0). Indeed, for 
I;=R and o=‘$? 
we find the eigenvalues 
ot, wfmz, . . . , ~~~~~ for C(G,,), and 0, a?, w3, . . . , oth-’ for C(A,_,). 
Finally, the theorem implies the formulae for the periodic behaviour in k of 
P,(G,). For instance, 
P,-,+;(G,) + p/z-,-;(G,) = on, 
follows by substitution from 
p,(A) + p,-,(A) = Aph-,(A), 
ph+,(il) + ph_3(jl) = (A2 - 2)ph--l(h), etc. 
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